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Wanna have a quickie with a sexy, male romance author? How about ten, sweaty, sizzling romps

that will have you clapping your hand over your mouth so no one can hear you moan?This book is a

collection of ten, short, smutty stories that readers helped create with the author in his private

Facebook group. Every two weeks, they shared their deepest romantic dreams and naughtiest

fantasies to him, and he gave them a free story, written just for them.Now you can get a peek under

the covers and see what happens when a romance author writes your deepest desires. If you would

like to have your fantasies written in future stories, join our group here ->

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1316960575045995/
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These quick, sexy reads are a lot of fun to read. Each story has a different set of characters and

scenarios. However after each couple meets the instal-attraction hits, a quick sexual encounter

follows, but the end of each story leads the reader to believe that the couple may have just found

their HEA. For short works the characters are well developed and the plot lines and backstory well



fleshed out. A great summer beach read. Steamy stories for a hot afternoon by the pool. After

reading you may have to take a dip.

Author Eddie Cleveland has a Facebook group where he takes ideas for scenarios, the main

characters, even down to names and scenes ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ then crafts an amazing scintillating

read based on member input. I recommend you take these for a test drive and join the fun; providing

your input for the next one!!While I received these free through his newsletter ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ I

bought this set to show support for this exceptional author who has given back to his readers in

such a fun and unique way!!

Quickies with Eddie is an awesome collaboration of ideas from Eddie's most ardently loyal fans. I

absolutely love that we had a part in the creation of this book. Every story in this book was written in

the spirit of fun and with amazingly good brainstorming efforts. That makes this collection very

special. I highly recommend this book to anyone who wants some quick, hot, sexy short stories.

I don't even know where to begin! Eddie writes these amazing stories based on suggestions from

his fans on his private Facebook page. He puts out a new story every two weeks based on his

readers' favorite fantasies and deepest desires. If you haven't read a story about your secret

desires, hop on over to Eddie's page and share your fantasies. Oh, and have a cold drink and a fan

or ac going when you read these.

This was a great collection of short, quick tales filled with likeable characters from all walks of life

indulging in their fantasies. Author Eddie Cleveland keeps it real, grounded and hot. He writes both

sexes well, believable and the chemistry between them is smoking. Very enjoyable and highly

recommended. Better than some other books I've read in this genre.

These ten short stories will fill your head with all kinds of wonderful ideas and add to your bag of

tricks! You will not be disappointed - well maybe that there are only 10 and you would want more,

but what a great idea to incorporate all of the quickies in one book. I've read them in Eddie's

facebook group, but bought a copy to heave them all in one place.

I have all these short stories already from being a member of Eddies newsletters, but purchased it

anyways so I have them all in one place. All ideas for quickies come from a group of fans called



Quickies with Eddie. Then Eddie works his magic to make them quick, hot, and fun. Who doesn't

love a quickie. Cant wait for the next story. So pick up a copy, join Eddies newsletter, group and join

in the fun.

These quickie are everything!! Everyone one has different types of characters and different plots,

but they all have one thing in common.. they are so hot they may burn your kindle!! If you have not

had the absolute pleasure of reading these short stories grab your copy today and enjoy the ride!

You will not be disappointed!!
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